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Hilcorp Alaska's Update Regarding the Middle Ground Shoal Gas Leak 

 

ANCHORAGE, AK - February 24, 2017 - Since its discovery, Hilcorp has diligently evaluated 

options for repairing the leak on an eight-inch fuel gas line located in Middle Ground Shoal oil 

field. The line provides natural gas fuel for power generation to four offshore platforms. Potential 

response efforts need to address the leak while maintaining the safety of the public and our 

personnel and protecting the environment. 

In addition to working closely with multiple state and federal agencies, Hilcorp has taken the 

following steps: 

* Minimized the use of natural gas and lowered the line pressure by shutting down a water flood 

process used for oil production as well as other non-essential equipment and activities;  

* Maintained positive pressure on the line to prevent infiltration of seawater and possible crude 

oil discharge;  

* Evaluated repair options and determined the use of divers to be the best available option to 

safely repair the leak; and  

* Mobilized equipment and briefed personnel for repairs. 

Hilcorp continues to assess other ways in which it may further safely reduce pressure on the 

fuel gas line.  However, at this time it is essential to maintain positive pressure to mitigate the 

risk of environmental and safety issues. 

Current ice conditions prevent divers from accessing and repairing the line safely. Hilcorp is 

ready to proceed once ice conditions allow for safe repair operations to begin. 

Calculations by NOAA indicate that the volume of gas being released to the atmosphere likely 

poses a low risk to humans.  

Hilcorp is working closely with environmental experts and consultants to evaluate the methane 

leak. These consultants have performed modeling to determine how much of the methane may 

be dissolving into the water column. The preliminary modeling estimates methane 

concentrations would likely be approximately 1/500th of the concentration level that may be 



harmful to fish cited in the Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation's February 10th 

letter.  The consultants are continuing their efforts to better refine this evaluation. 

Environmental experts have also reviewed several environmental studies that considered the 

potential impact of methane gas releases on ocean waters, including a recent study that 

evaluated potential impacts to Cook Inlet.  After studying the available peer-reviewed literature, 

including studies performed by federal agencies, it was concluded by the environmental 

consultants that the potential impact to marine life is minimal based on the volume of gas being 

leaked. 

Hilcorp is developing a water monitoring plan for the affected area, including an evaluation of 

the safety of the personnel who will be directed to implement the plan.  The plan will be 

deployed when the safety of personnel can be assured. 

Hilcorp will continue to work with various regulatory agencies on any further information 

requests they may have regarding the leak and will provide additional information as it becomes 

available.   
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